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1Document Recognition of Printed Scores and
Transformation into MIDI
STEPHAN BAUMANN
Authors´ Abstract — The processing of printed music pieces on paper images is an
interesting application to analyse printed  information by a computer. The music
notation presented on paper should be recognized and reproduced. Numerous methods of
image processing and knowlegde-based procedures  are necessary. The DOREMIDI System
allows the processing of simple piano music pieces for two hands characterized by the
following steps:
- Scanning  paper images
- Processing of binary image data into basic components
- Knowledge-based analysis and symbolic representation of a musical score
- Visual and acoustic reproduction of the results.
DOREMIDI has been realised  on a Macintosh II, using Common-Lisp (Clos)
programming language. The user interface is equivalent to the common Macintosh-
interface, which enables in an uncomplicated way to use windows and menus. A
keyboard presents the results of the acoustical reproduction.
Keywords: optical music recognition, document analysis, image processing,
musical knowledge representation.
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21. INTRODUCTION
Continuous progress in computer science technology has a great influence on musical
applications. It is inconceivable to make a music production today without the help of a
computer; automatic musical performances by means of electronic instruments are just
about reality and the definition "desktop-music-production" is not just a slogan.
A considerable work improvement due to the notation programs,  offers digital editing
possibility similar to text and graphic systems. In case of output media, matrix printer,
laser printer and foto typesetting are at disposal. Complicated, repetitional processes, (for
example: transposition and voice excerpts) can be automated with help of a stored score
(partitur).   Systems which subject matter on the one hand is a computer supported
analysis for various musical styles, and on the other hand a computer supported
composition, are the object of the current research. Therefore, increasingly, standard
music data bases are necessary.
Since 1987 the ANSI X3V1.8M-Working Group is working-out an equivalent proposal
for a SMDL (Standard Music Document Language). So far, one has to be content with the
MIDI-Standard since an international  standard for the representation of music notation
has not yet been dismissed. It refers to a protocol which already was worked out in 1981
by the MIDI-Standard (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) Association [MMA 88], in
cooperation with various leading manufacturers of electronic musical instruments.
A keyboard equipped with a MIDI-interface is a comfortable, practice-oriented input
media for music processing systems, however, music notation contains much more
information than the technically oriented MIDI-protocol permits. An automatic data
acquisition which allows a printed sample of common music notation (CMN) to be
transferred by a scanner and subsequent processing steps into a symbolic representation
is therefore meaningful, and the object to the following presentation.
2. ELECTRONIC PROCESSING OF SHEET MUSIC
In the past few years many different systems for automatic processing of music
notations have been developed. 1966 a paper (one of the first in this field)  entitled
"Automatic Recognition of Sheet Music" [Kassler 72] was presented by Pruslin.
Pruslin concentrates on the subject of common music notation. These are merely so-
called solid-body-notes, e.g. quarter notes and smaller time values. Prohibited are: whole
and half  notes, rests, accidentals, treble clef, bass clef, barunit indication as well as all
the extra symbols (dynamics, phrasing etc.). Another limitation is that the eighth notes
and the smaller time values have to be connected by a beam. For the input media a
scanner is at disposal. A musical presentation which fulfills the limitations is converted
by the scanner into a bitmap.  The position and the width of the stafflines are determined
within the framework of preprocessing. By turning of the horizontal and the vertical
lines, a subsequent segmentation into coherent black areas, so-called 'contour traces' is
made possible. Each of these contour traces represents either a note cluster or a timing
3complex. e.g. one or more beams. Finally, further processes classify an adequate length
and pitch of each note.
Because Pruslins' preprocessing destroyed most of the muscial symbols, except quarter
notes and beamed notegroups, an expansion of his methods for recognition of all symbols
in common music notation, was not possible. Therefore, Prerau chose another method,
described in his thesis "Computer Pattern Recognition of Standard Engraved Music
Notation" [Prerau 70, 71, 75]. His system DO-RE-MI mainly consists of three parts: Input
Section, Isolation Section and Recognition Section. Within the Input Section an
conversion takes place of two or three scanned music notation barunits into one 0/1 -
Bitmap. For reasons of economical storage location they are transmitted in a packed
form to the Isolation Section. The Isolation Section isolates each musical symbol found
in the Bitmap. The fact that the staff graphically joins the symbols, complicates this
process. Above all, the method developed by Prerau, determines fragments, e.g. coherent
black areas between the adjacent stafflines and connects the adjacent fragments,
according to certain rules, into components, which correspond to musical symbols. The
definite allocation of a component belonging to musical symbol takes place in the
Recognition Section. A typical feature of a muscial symbol is the significant difference in
the relation between height and width; for example, a dot is very small, the accidental Be
relatively thin, a beamed notegroup very wide, etc., DO-RE-MI uses this feature to  allocate
the unknown components in reference to their height and width of musical symbols
alternatives in question (typically 3 to 5). Using further rules which represent an
algorithmic description of musical notation syntax (for example "an accidental is written
on the left side of a note"), will restrict the number of possible alternatives to a definite
hypothesis. As soon as all components are recognized, the program produces an output in
Ford-Columbia-Representation M. R. L. This Music Representation Language by Stefan
Bauer-Mengelberg [BauerMengelberg 70]  was developed 1970 and does not anymore
correspond with the standards of musical applications. However, the idea of rough
classification of different height and width relations is very important to the musical
symbol recognition.
Fig.1: WABOT-2 and recognized musical symbols [Matsushima 85]
The two papers mentioned above were developed without considering the processing
speed. This fact was an essential factor for a project at the University Waseda in Tokyo
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4[Matsushima 85]. During the development of the WABOT-2 robot, a High-Speed-Recogni-
tion system was used, which allows the real-time music performance. Figure 1 shows the
roboter and the recognized music notation. The relevant symbols, such as stafflines, head,
stem are recognized via hardware, through which it is possible to recognize a simple piece
of music within an extremely short time (approximately 10 seconds). However, the system
is not able to recognize complex music notations. The roboter only plays simple nursery
songs on an organ. Hereby three staff systems are recognized. The top system contains
information for the right hand, the central system for the left hand and the low one
serves as an information source for the foot. The deployment of hardware-based
procedures to Template Matching, explains the fast processing time. However, when this
procedure is confronted with complex scores, it leads immediately to incorrect results.
Therefore, this system is very efficient in its restricted range of application, however it
cannot be universally applicable.
A very promissing approach is described by Kato and Inokuchi [Kato et al. 90]. The
Recognition System for Printed Piano Music Using Musical Knowledge and Constraints, is
capable of recognizing almost all symbols of CMN (Common Music Notation), in simple
piano pieces,  with an accuracy of almost 90%. The basic idea is a Top-Down-Approach,
where an effective, knowledge-based recognition within a barunit is made possible. The
few overlapping barunit symbols, such as ties, are processed separately in a rework phase.
In the preprocessing phase the width and distance of the stafflines is determined. The
next step determines the positions of single stafflines and bars. This way the
segmentation into barunits is reached, and a bar-unit-recognition-phase for each barunit
can be developed. This phase contains: elimination of stafflines, the recognition of
attributed symbols (clefs, time signature, key signature) as well as the actual note symbol
recognition. Basically it is accomplished by four preprocessing phases (primitive
extraction, symbol synthesis, symbol recognition, semantic analysis). These phases work
in a working memory structured into five levels (image, primitive, symbol, meaning,
goal). Only the lowest image level in the initial phase has a content. Through the appli-
cation of processing modules, the working memory is being modified until a generated
hypothesis on the highest level represents the results of recognition process. Finally, in
the postprocessing phase the barunit-overlapping global symbols are recognized, and the
results of all barunits accordingly modified and put together to a total result. Kato's and
Inokuchi's system is capable to handle simple as well as complex notations, where high
quality printing copy brings fast results, and a poor image quality enforces time consu-
ming analyses. Figure 2 shows examplary some of the test results of the system, whereby
the recognition rate of the analyzed piece decreases with the increasing complexity.
Piece Recognition rate
Für Elise (L.V. Beethoven Op.178) 95.6 %
Türkischer Marsch (W.A. Mozart) 91.5 %
Etude (F.Chopin Op. 10 Nr 3) 87.1 %
Sonata Pathetic (L.V.Beethoven ) 83.3 %
Fig.2: Recognition Rates of the Kato&Inokuchi-System[Kato et al. 90]
5The excellent test results of this attempt speak in favour of the top-down-oriented
processing relying on the barunits. Therefore, this paper leans considerably on this
approach. In order to develop a prototypical recognition system for printed music
notation in a restricted amount of time, a delimitation was chosen in comparison to the
introduced systems:
Restrictions:
-  limitated to two-handed piano pieces with monophonic voices
- usage of existing methods for image analysis, which have been developed in the
ALV-project (Automatisches Lesen und Verstehen)
Features:
- extension through modular program design
- processing of a complete page (DIN A4) of a score
- generation of MIDI-Standard-File as output format and interface for existing
notation and sequencer software.
- acoustical interpretation of the obtained results.
63.THE DOREMIDI SYSTEM
The DoReMIDI system (DOcument REcognition of Printed Scores and MIDI-
Generation) for automatic processing of music pieces consists of many  single phases.
These are scematically presented in Figure 3.
                         
BACKEND
SCANNER
FRONTEND
NOTE-EVENT
Output Generation
BITMAP
BARUNIT
Symbol Detection
Rule-based Recognition
Physical Segmentation
MIDI-EVENT
Fig.3: The DOREMIDI-System
To beginn with,  a music notation printed on a piece of paper (a simple two-handed
piano piece) will be scanned by using a 200dpi (dots per inch) resolution, equivalent to
faximile quality. This  binary picture is subdivided into physical basic segments, the
single barunits of the piece. The following phase 'symbol detection' and 'rule-based
7recognition' operate on the following basis. Stafflines within a barunit  are removed
without fragmenting the symbols. The actual symbol detection, e.g. the description of
musical objects within a barunit by appropriate data structure, is performed by
employment of puzzle trees [Dengel 92]. Using this technique an adequate basis is given,
in order to handle the central problem – the knowledge based symbol recognition – in a
meaningful way. This is made possible, because the significant differences in relation
between height and width of musical symbols can be used for a primary classification of a
component found in a barunit.  The circumscribing rectangles for each symbol are
extracted from the puzzle tree representation. Since the puzzle tree further on represents
the complete object description on a pixel level, other analyses on the same data structure
can be produced. A definite conclusion about the significance of different symbols in a
music piece is reached by the deployment of a music rule base. Essentially the symbol
recognition is completed, and now a symbolic representation of a music piece can be
generated. Incorporating barunits overlapping context information such as, ties and
accidentals, intermediate-format NOTE-EVENT is produced. This represents the interface
between Frontend and Backend. Frontend includes all phases needed for symbol
recognition. Backend includes those phases which are used for generating an output
format for producing an acoustical interpretation. From the intermediate-format in the
backend, step by step so called  MIDI-EVENTs are produced, and stored as a MIDI-
Standard-File. This file serves as an input for a commercial sequencer software (EZ-
Vision of Opcode Systems), which triggers a keyboard linked with MIDI-Interface to
realize the acoustical interpretation of the results.  A visualization of the recognized
music notation based on MIDI-Standard-Files  is posssible with any common notation
software (for example ProComposer by Mark of the Unicorn). These only shortly
described processing steps will be handled more detailed in chapter 3.1 'Preprocessing', 3.2
'Barunits as Segmentation Units', 3.3 'Knowledge-based Symbol Recognition' and 3.4
'Output Generation'.
3.1. PREPROCESSING
(A) Hierarchical Score Layout
The documents (printed partiturs) to be analyzed are simple piano pieces for two
hands. A typical construction of a DIN A4 page is shown in Figure 4. The distinct
hierarchical construction of the partitur supports a top-down procedure and should be
considered by the formal representation in an actual implementation. Therefore, an
object-oriented representation form was selected, so that hierarchical relations in an
implementation can easily be formed. Structures resulting from segmentation can be
classified – with help of this approach – into different object classes related with each
other by a definite hierarchical relation. Furthermore, this allows inheritance of
common variables.  The definition of class-specific operations as methods completes the
priniciple of  data encapsulation. The representation  of the processed score occurs in run-
time-generated instances of the object classes shown in Figure 5.
8Score
acc#1
acc#2
acc#3
acc#4
acc#5
bar#3.2
bar#2.7
symbol#3.2.3
symbol#3.2.2
*ALV- Bitmap*
bitmap
pixel-width
pixel-height
*barunit*
hand
my-symbols
my-accolade
x-origin      width     
y-origin      height
*symbol*
my-barunit
puzzletree
list of labels 
best-label
*accolade*
        
list of barunits
x-origin        width
y-origin        height
*SCORE* list of accoladestime -signature
key-signature
(deletebarlines)
(findbarunit
(deletestafflines)
(detectsymbols)
(findaccolade)
(preclassify)
(verify)
Fig.5: Score Layout & Object Class-Hierarchy
9(B) Segmentation
The object of segmentation is generating the instances of object classes presented in
(A); and covering the corresponding data slots with values. The segmentation occurs in 2
steps. Since the input notes are for piano pieces for two hands, respectively two staff
systems are needed. Here the upper system serves the right hand, the lower system
contains information for the left hand. Both systems are combined to a 'accolade' by a
accolade bracket. The unbroken barlines in the accolade are arranged vertically. Several
barunits exist in this accolade class instance. In order to find them it is necessary to
remove the unbroken barlines. This occurs by using the method 'delete barlines' for an
accolade. Subsequently the barunits are discovered and supervised in each accolade. The
results of the overall procedure is shown in Figure 6.
(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig.6: Accolade: (a) raw data, (b) barline removal, (c) resulting barunits
The symbol recognition procedure and musical analyses described in the following
chapter, are performed only in  the barunits detected in the preprocessing.
3.2 BARUNITS AS SEGMENTATION UNITS
Single barunits in a music piece can be interpreted as physical fundamental segments.
They contain the musical symbols to be identified, and represent a closed unit of the
musical rule system. Because the individual symbols in a barunit are connected together
with stafflines, and so represent a coherent image structure, the stafflines have to be
removed at the beginning. Afterwards, the isolated symbols can be grouped and
represented through adequate data structure.
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(A) Staffline Removal
The removal of staff lines has basically  two main problems:
1. The location of the staff has to be exactly determined;
2. Deleting of the staff lines should avoid:
- remaining stafflines  which could be mistaken for musical symbols
- removal of image information belonging to musical symbols.
If these two important aspects are ignored, much more effort in the next phase
(symbol recognition) for correct recognition of  the existing information will be
necessary. There is a proportional trade-off  between the correct procedure for staff
removal and the amount of computation for the detection and classification procedures of
musical symbols. The following figure  7  shows the results of this  phase.
(a)
(b)
Fig.7: Accolade: (a) presegmented data, (b) staffline removal
(B) Symbol Detection by Use of Puzzletrees
After the staff lines are removed from all barunits, without fragmenting the musical
symbols, a suitable representation for the remaining image data has to be found.
The puzzletree [Dengel 92] is an appropriate way for the representation, because it is a
technique which accepts for the input rectangle pictures in all sizes and with successive
decomposition disassembles a minimal amount of rectanglular blocks. These blocks
devide the given image area into regions with pixels of the same colour; in this case black
or white. When staffs are removed, barunits serve as output for the puzzletree. We speak of
rectangular image formats which contain the connected black and white areas (in this
case the musical symbols) and therefore, they fulfill the input requirements for puzzletree
technique application.The application of puzzletree technique delivers a number of image
blocks which reconstruct the original image just like a puzzle would.  This technique is
applied in a single barunit as long as only white blocks are obtained. In case this criteria
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cannot be fulfilled, the decomposition will stop and deliver the circumscribing rectangles
of the contained musical symbols. The results of this procedure are shown in Figure 8.
(a)
(b)
Fig.8: Accolade: (a) input data, (b) detection of symbols
3.3. KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYMBOL RECOGNITION
(A) Rough Classification of Musical Objects
When the symbol detection described in chapter 3.2.(B) is completed, a puzzletree and a
circumscribing rectangle description is given for each symbol in the partitur. With this
information a rough classification to allow symbol recognition is possible.  The subset of
musical symbols consits only of symobls which can be arranged into those classes shown
in Figure 9.
*staff-object*
*clef*
*keysignature*
*specials*
*timesignature* *rest*
*note*
*sofon*
Fig.9:  Classes of musical symbols
Musical symbols significantly differ in their height and width relationship. This
feature can be very helpfull when by means of  measurements of the circumscribing
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rectangle, the assignment of  an object to a class is made. In order to classify the
discovered  symbols of a barunit to a class, a decision tree classifier is used [Dengel 89].
The decision tree is a simple technique to reduce the given global decisions into numerous
simple decisions. A decision tree classifier reaches a decision faster than a single-stage
classifier.In the described system, a binary tree, in which nodes comparison operations
take place, was chosen as a decision tree. Hereby the height or/and width of each symbol
is compared with the value of  the classifier. With approximately three or four
comparisons a leaf of the tree is reached. These leafs represent the possible musical
classes, and regulate the allocation of the symbols into a class and to the matching
hypotheses. The produced possibilities for each discovered symbol, are listed in a 'list of
labels'. How a decision tree classifier is constructed is shown in Figure 10.
root
Fig.10:  Decision-Tree
To reach a unique hypothesis, the following musical analysis has to be processed.
(B) Features and Musical Rules
The entries in the list of labels provide hypotheses for the possible meaning of each
symbol. In order to verify them, additional knowledge is necessary.
A thorough inquiry of typical musical object features occuring in the partitur has
been executed. The results of the inquiry as well as the retrospective on the theoretical
musical literature (mainly [Ziegenrücker 88], [Wanske 84], [Michels 77])  are expressed in
the used rules (for further details see [Baumann 92]).
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3.4. OUTPUT GENERATION
After the completion of symbol recognition and musical analysis, a specific meaning
for each discovered symbol is given.  In order to reach the output format, other processing
steps are necessary. First an intermediate-format containing the so-called NOTE-EVENT-
sequences for the left and right hand is produced, which represent the note information
in a symbolical form. The MIDI-Event-Generation fulfills the requirements to generate an
international standard-format for the communication between electronical music
instruments , and so the desired acoustical keyboard interpretation can be realized.  The
methods for intermediate-format production are described in detail in Chapter (A). The
preparation of acoustical interpretation is precisely described in Chapter (B) and (C).
(A) Intermediate Format NOTE-EVENT
The intermediate-format provides separately for the left and the right hand a
sequence  of  so-called NOTE-Events. Only two informations are necessary for
characterization of a single NOTE-Event: the indication of pitch and duration.
Treatment of beamed notegroups
Beamed notegroups represent a combination of notes having  the same duration. This
procedure helps to read the notes easier. A decomposition of such notegroups is
unavoidable, because for generating an intermediate -, respectively output format
individual note results have to be represented. Figure 11 shows the basic algorithm how to
separate a group.
Symbol #k Symbol #k.1  #k.2  #k.3
(split)
if label(symbol #k) = beamedNotegroup then
    for i:=1 to numbernotes   
       do begin
             duration(generate(symbol #k.i):=duration(symbol#k)
             position(symbol #k.i):=position(extract(symbol#k/i)
            label(symbol #k.i):= *note*
   endfor
endif
Fig.11:  Decomposition of a beamed notegroup
It is necessary to have the information about a note value which can be extracted from
the beam, as well as  the information about the pitch of the existing notes which result
from the note-head-position relative to the staff system.
Employment of Contextual Information
To determine the correct length of a Note-Event ties and punctuation have to be
considered. To determine the pitch the accidentals preceeding a note  (sofon) as well as the
keysignature and  preceeding accidentals in the same bar have to be taken into account.
The resulting underlying syntactic structure  (under the assumption of  the restricted
sequential order) is shown in figure 12 .
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sofon note slur
rest
dot
Fig.12:  Syntax diagram
(B) Generation of MIDI-EVENTs
Having the intermediate NOTE-Event format allows an straightforward conversion to
the desired  output to trigger an external tone generator via the serial communication
port. The MIDI output is an international standard which was first described in 1980 and
is nowadays well established.
A single MIDI-Event consists of  a three-byte packet describing a note-off or note-on-
signal and the corresponding pitch and velocity of the desired note. According to the
absence of information about the velocity the third byte is not relevant for this
application and therefore set to a default value. Transforming the NOTE-Events into the
corresponding MIDI-Events is followed by the time-specific storage of them in a so-called
MIDI-Eventlist.
(C) MIDI-Standard-File
The usage of the MIDI-Standard-File (consisting of MIDI-Events and header
information) as output of the DoReMIDI-system is obvious because a variety of existing
musical applications are using this format as an interchange format.  Thus, the described
system can be used as a frontend to these applications.  In our case the DoReMIDI-system
generates a MIDI-file  which is exported to a commercial sequencer software triggering the
attached keyboard.
4. DOREMIDI - USER INTERFACE
The DoReMIDI-System has been implemented on a Macintosh II fx using Allegro
Common Lisp and its objectoriented expansion. A DIN A 4 Apple scanner is used as input
medium to convert a single page of printed musical score to a binary image. For the
purpose of acoustical reproduction of the obtained results a keyboard is used as an
external tone generator. The connection between the Macintosh and the keyboard  is
realized through a MIDI-Interface which is attached to the serial port of the Macintosh as
shown in figure 13.
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  APPLE
SCANNER MACINTOSH II 
fx
      MIDI
INTERFACE
KEYBOARD
Fig.13:  DoReMIDI:Hardware
The user interface follows the Macintosh Interface Guidelines which results in a
typical menu-driven command-mode.
4.1. PROCESSING OF A SINGLE PAGE
Various menus and submenus represent the corresponding processing steps of the
system. An incremental processing from the binary image to the MIDI-ouput  is therefore
given (see figs. 15-18)
        
Fig.15: Segmentation Fig.16: Staff removal
        
Fig.17: Symbolrecognition Fig.18: Generation of Output
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The following short list of menu-descriptions explains the various processing steps:
- FILE -> NEWSCAN: starts the scanning procedure (resolution = 200 dpi)
- SCORE -> ACCOLADES: detection of the accolades
-> BARUNITS: deletion of barlines and subsequent detection of 
barunits
- SYMBOLs -> DELETELINE: staffline removal
-> DETECT: detection of musical symbols (circumscribing 
rectangles)
-> STAFFOBJECT: -> LIST:  generation of hypotheses by means of 
    decision-tree classification
-> UNIQUE:  disambiguation to unique results
- OUTPUT -> NOTEEVENTS: generation of the intermediate format
-> MIDIEVENTS: -> SHOW: display of the generated Midievents
-> PLAY: save the Midievents as Standard MIDIFile
- VIEW -> .... various self-explaining  menus for the visualisation
of  the intermediate results.
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4.2. ACOUSTIC REPRODUCTION
The acoustic reproduction is based on the usage of a commercial sequencer software
which offers the option to import the generated MIDI-Standardfile. We chose the EZ-
Vision product because its very easy to use. Opening the submenu IMPORT under the
ABLAGE-menu allows the import of the MIDIfile. The entire EZ-Vision user-interface
resembles a traditional recording tape  providing  the user with PLAY, REWIND, RECORD,
etc. Pushing the  PLAY knob starts the acoustic reproduction of the generated results.
Fig.18:  EZ-Vision
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5. DISCUSSION
The system DoReMIDI is result of first research activities in optical music recogni-
tion. It is an experimental system focussing on a combination of methods for a complete
throughput from paper to acoustic generation. It has been implemented on a McIntosh
IIfx in Common Lisp. DoReMIDI is restricted on simple twohanded pieces of piano music
scanned by a resolution of 200 dpi and considering a reduced set of musical symbols as
well as monophony in both voices.
For testing the system, we have considered pieces of printed music of different musical
complexity, ranging from professional composer output to J.S.Bach piano music. The
recognition rate ranges between 80 and 100% mostly depending on the type of symbol.
Main problems result from unexpected fragmentation of musical symbols because they
tangentially touch a staffline. As a consequence, the fast, but simple algorithm for
staffline deletion considers these symbol parts as pictoral noise and therefore, removes
them. Typical examples for this erroneous behaviour are half and wholenotes filling out
staffspaces. Similiar problems arise with flats and sharps touching stafflines . To handle
these problems in future work, a decision has to be taken between better staffline removal
or techniques for assembling symbol fragments.
Furthermore the underlying grammar has to be enriched to allow the processing of
complex notations without considering certain assumptions, such as cases in which clef
or key signature may change.
Because of object-oriented implementation of the system, an adaption to more com-
plex sets of symbols can be done. For that purpose, the decision tree classifier has to be
enhanced and appropriate rules have to be added to the rule base. The adaption to musical
scores where accolades consist of more than two staff line systems can be done by few
modifications in physical segmentation. Moreover, the tackling of polyphonic input
seems to be possible by adding new techniques for isolating individual symbols.
Generating the output in terms of MIDI-EVENTs, the result produced by our system is
compatible to nearly all musical devices and applications. It therefore represents a paper-
to-MIDI interface.
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RESULTS
The following screenshots should give an impression of the processing phases of the
DoReMIDI-System. The input was taken from [Bach 78].
(A) Input: J.S. Bach: Duetto IV (extract)
(B) Accolades
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(C) Barunits after Barline-Deletion
(D) Symbols after Staffline Removal
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(E) NoteEvents after Decision-Tree-Classification & Musical Analysis
"right-hand:" "left-hand:"
nil / 1 nil / 1/2 b  / 1/8 c1  / 1/8 c1 / 1/8
nil / 1 a  / 1/2 a / 1/8 e  / 1/8 b  / 1/8
nil / 1 c1 / 1/2 e / 1/8 c1  / 1/8 d1 / 1/8
nil / 1 e  / 1/2 a  / 1/8 e1  / 1/8 c1  / 1/8
nil / 1 f  / 1/8 c1  / 1/8 b  / 1/8 b  / 1/8
nil / 1 e  / 1/8 b  / 1/8 e  / 1/8 c1  / 1/8
nil / 1 d  / 1/2 e  / 1/8 b  / 1/8 a / 1/8
nil / 1 e  / 1/8 b  / 1/8 c1  / 1/8 e  / 1/4
nil / 1/2 f# / 1/8 c1  / 1/8 b  / 1/8 f#  / 1/4
e2 / 1/2 g  / 1/8 b  / 1/8 e  / 1/8 g  / 1/4
f2 / 1/2 a  / 1/8 e  / 1/8 b  / 1/8 f  / 1/8
a2 / 1/2 a# / 1/2 b / 1/8 d1 / 1/8 e / 1/8
c2 / 1/8 a  / 1/8 d1 / 1/8 c1  / 1/8
b1 / 1/8 g# / 1/8 c1  / 1/8 b  / 1/8
a1 / 1/2 a   / 1/8 e  / 1/8 a  / 1/2
b1 / 1/8 e  / 1/8 c1  / 1/8 g# / 1/4
c2# / 1/8 a  / 1/8 d1  / 1/8 a  / 1/8
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